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Single-particle study of protein assembly
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A study of protein assembly in solution with single-particle imaging and reconstruction techniques using
cryoelectron microscopy is reported. The human glutamine synthetase enzyme, important in brain metabolism,
and previously assumed to be assembled into a homogeneous quaternary structure, is found to be heteroge-
neous, with three oligomeric states that co-exist at room temperature. This result corrects an old structural and
kinetic model determined by ensemble averaging techniques that assumed a homogeneous system. Unexpect-
edly fast protein dissociation kinetics results from a stabilized transition state.
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Protein folding and assembly is of general interest in b
physics. Equilibrium and transient protein structures prov
valuable information about the folding processes. Multip
transition states resulting from a complex free energy la
scape for protein folding and assembly have been inve
gated theoretically@1,2#. The complexity of biological mac-
romolecules makes single-particle experiments particul
useful in obtaining dynamic@3# and kinetic@4# information.
Single-particle cryoelectron microscopy has been used
solving biological macromolecule structures@5#, and the
technique is suitable for investigating multiple-phase s
tems@6#. Structural information, when combined with kinet
data on conformational changes@7#, yields much information
on the dynamics of biological molecules in solution. To e
plore the enzyme assembly processin vitro, we study the
glutamine synthetase~GS! dissociation-association pathwa
using single-particle cryoelectron microscopy.

GS is an enzyme ubiquitous in human cells, and malfu
tion of GS has been found to play an important role in d
ease, neuronal degeneration after injury, and the aging
cesses. There are two forms of GS, GSI and GSII. GSI
stable 12-subunit assembly found only in prokaryotes~e.g.,
bacteria and blue-green algae!, with a monomer molecula
weight of 52 kDa@8,9#. GSII is also a large assembly foun
in eukaryotes~e.g. plants and mammals!, with a monomer
molecular weight in the range of 39–47 kDa@10,11#. Hu-
man GS~GSII! and bacterial GS~GSI! differ in the amino
acid sequences, the number of subunits, and the regula
mechanisms@9,12–14#. Understanding the difference be
tween GSI and GSII is of great medical importance and m
shed light on enzyme evolution.

Subunit assembly of GS is used to regulate enzym
activities. The equilibrium of GSI involves only two states

B12 

k23

k3

12 B, ~1!

whereas the reaction pathway of GSII involves a metasta
state in the transition state

A2n 

k21

k1

2 An 

k22

k2

2nA ~2!

~see Fig. 1!. The rate constantk is described with Arrhenius
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equation

k5k0e2Ea /RT ~3!

wherek0 is the preexponential factor andEa is the free en-
ergy of activation. The activation energy of GSII,Ea , is
smaller than that of GSI,Ea8 , and a decrease o
2.73 kcal/mol inEa results in a 100 fold greaterk at room

temperature. The equilibrium constantKeq of A2n

k21

k1

2 An

was measured to be 2.531026 M @14# at 37 °C, and there-
fore, at an initial 1 mg/ml concentration of A2n , the equilib-
rium composition ofAn /A2n is 2/3. Using

DGo52RT ln Keq ,

the free energy difference betweenA2n andAn is estimated
to be 8 kcal/mol at 37 °C.

Human GS was prepared with recombinant DNA techn
ogy and expressed inE. Coli. We imaged human GS with a
JEOL1210 transmission electron microscope equipped w
a Gatan cold stage. The microscope was operated at 12
acceleration voltage. Frozen hydrated specimens were
pared in a humidity controlled freezing apparatus. A drop

FIG. 1. Dissociation pathways of GS. Solid line: mammalian G
~GSII!, dashed line: bacterial GS~GSI!. The activation energyEa8 of
GSI is high, which results in a smallerk3, whereas theEa of GSII
is lowered owing to a metastable species that is not observed
GSI. The rate constant of the rate-limiting stepk1 is significant at
room temperature. Note that GSII is a tetradecamer, as sho
whereas GSI is a dodecamer.
©2001 The American Physical Society11-1
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2 m l solution was blotted from the back of the film for 3–
s and plunged into liquid ethane~cooled in liquid nitrogen
bath! to ensure formation of a thin layer of vitreous ice. T
cooling rate was; 100 000 °C/s. The sample was the
transferred to a Gatan cryotransfer stage and inserted in
cryospecimen holder maintaining the sample at2180 °C.

Figure 2~a,b! is an unstained cryoelectron microscopy im
age of human GS embedded in vitreous ice. GSII partic
were manually picked and boxed in 272 Å by 272 Å wi
dows ~51 by 51 pixels!, as shown in inset of Fig. 2~b!. The
side projections were rotated and shifted within the wind
prior to correlation averaging@Fig. 3~a!#. The top projections
were also averaged according to the cross-correlation fu
tion with no imposed symmetry, and the result shows
seven-fold symmetry@Fig. 3~b!#. A three-dimensional struc
ture, reconstructed using weighted-back-projection@5,15,16#,
is shown in Figs. 3~c!. The model demonstrates that hum
GS is composed of a pair of heptamer rings of diame
140 Å and an overall height of 100 Å, with a central cha
nel of 40 Å diameter. The neighboring active sites with

FIG. 2. ~a! Unprocessed cryoelectron microscopy images of
man GS. Solution containing 1 mg/ml human GS in 5 m
MgOAc, 1 mM TlOAc, and 25 mM Hepes buffer pH56.8 was put
on a lacey carbon grid. Images were taken at a magnificatio
30000 with a defocus between 0.5 and 0.9mm and captured with a
charge-coupled device~CCD! camera at a resolution of 5.3 Å pe
pixel. The exposure times were kept between 1 and 2 second
ensure the electron dose was less than 10 electrons per Å2. The
arrows point to some of the monomers embedded in the ice fi
indicating the heterogeneity in the system.~b! Two orientations
dominate in the micrograph. The top views indicate a seven
symmetry, and the side views display a double-layered struct
Inset: noise-filtered views of single particles from different Eu
angles showing the typical one-layer~left! or two-layer ~right!
structure and seven subunits. The gray scale level has been rev
for reconstruction and display purposes.
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the same ring of seven subunits are separated by 45 Å.
overall dimension of human GS~GSII! is similar to that of
GSI, which is a dodacomer with two hexamer rings arrang
into an oligomer 140 Å wide and 100 Å high@9#.

To verify the accuracy of the reconstruction, we used
same technique to collect cryoelectron microscopy ima
and determine the structure ofSalmonellaGS ~GSI!. Pure
SalmonellaGS exists in a single oligomeric form, as show
in Fig. 4. A reconstructed three-dimensional model sho
GSI is composed of 12 subunits with a sixfold symmetry,
agreement with x-ray crystal structure results@9# and con-
firming the validity of our approach.

GSII was estimated to be an octamer for over 40 yea
This confusion arose from ensemble measurements of
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FIG. 3. Correlation averaged side view~a! and top view~b!
show the typical two-layered density and sevenfold symmetry,
spectively. Particle alignment and averaging were done
reference-free, interactive cross correlation, using the algorith
written for theSPIDER @17# andEMAN @18# softwares. The informa-
tion is significant to;25 Å, which was assessed by splitting th
data set in half and computing the Fourier shell correlation coe
cient. ~c! Surface rendered representation of the three-dimensi
structure of human GS reconstructed with an imposed seven
symmetry as determined by the two-dimensional electron mic
copy image~b!. ~d! Monomer structure of human GS obtained fro
homology modeling, using the crystal structure of monomer GSI@9#
as template. The GS monomer has no enzymatic activity bec
the active sites are between subunits.

FIG. 4. Cryoelectron microscopy image of frozen hydratedSal-
monellaGS. The sample is homogeneous, as the enzyme exists
single, stable oligomeric state. The electron beam focus was
justed to be far underfocused to enhance image contrast@19#, which
minimizes the number of particles required for reconstruction at
resolution. Inset is the reconstructed three-dimensional mode
GSI and the x-ray structure of the GSI monomer@9#. The structure
is reconstructed from two distinct angles, where top view was
eraged over ten particles, and the side view was from a sin
image. The small amount of image data necessary for recons
tion by cryoelectron microscopy is advantageous for studying h
erogeneous systems.
1-2
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lecular weight and the often confusing negative stain
electron microscopy images@20,21#. Indeed, interpretations
of analytical ultracentrifugation, gel filtration, and negati
staining electron microscopy studies of oligomeric prote
are often ambiguous@22#. Molecular weight measuremen
for GSII range from 384 kDa to 525 kDa@20,21,23#, and the
oligomeric state was incorrectly chosen to be 8 subunits.
shown in Fig. 1, lowering free energy barrier increases re
tion rates, which results in reaching the equilibrium state a
faster rate. In the case of GSII, ensemble measurement
not be completed before significant dissociation occurs,
significant amounts of monomerA and heptmerA7 are re-
sponsible for the variety and reduced values of the GSII m
lecular weight. This suggestion is supported by compar
the cryoelectron micrographs of GSI and GSII, which sh
that the solution of GSI contains almost no monomer,
contrast to the large amount of monomer present in G
solution. Taking 14 to be the fully assembled oligome
state, the averaged molecular weight measured by ense
techniques, 400 kDa, corresponds to a composition of 5
A14, 30% A7, and 20%A.

Homology modeling of GSII indicates that a tetram
would have an open structure, which is less favorable tha
closed form@24#. Because GSI and GSII have 30% sequen
identity, it is nearly impossible to construct a heterologo
tetramer of GSII without significantly altering the tertia
structure of the subunits, which is disfavored since it wo
very likely result in a higher energy structure. Moreov
Monod et al. has pointed out that one major reason for
oligomeric enzyme to be large compared to the stereospe
active site is that this allows residues to be fixed in a prec
.
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orientation that altogether composes a stereospecific
@24#. Through molecular evolution, the number of residu
required to fix a specific active sites configuration should
minimized, which may be achieved by increasing the num
of subunits in an oligomer while decreasing the monom
molecular weight. This is consistent with the finding that t
GSI is composed of 12 subunits~molecular weight552
3125624 kDa) while GSII has 14 subunits~molecular
weight5423145588 kDa).

Using single-particle imaging and reconstruction, we ha
observed heterogeneity of protein assembly, GSII, and c
clude that the fast dissociation kinetics of GSII is responsi
for the reduced apparent molecular weights previously
served. We have also identified a seven fold symmetry in
electron density map, and reconstructed a three-dimensi
model of GSII that shows a 14-subunit arrangement. It
been suggested that GroE chaperonins facilitate GS fold
and assembly by eliminating misfolded intermediate sta
and by controlling the off-pathway kinetics@25#, which ex-
plains the unexpectedly fast GSII enzyme dissociation kin
ics in vitro. Our results suggest that the data deduced
GSII based on the assumption of an octameric structure m
be reanalyzed and reinterpreted. Further investigation of p
tein folding and assembly dynamics and kinetics is neces
to understand the complex enzymatic activities of hetero
neous systems such as the one studied here.
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